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Tark Classic Fiction, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.BURIED ALIVE CHAPTER I The Puce Dressing-gown THE peculiar
angle of the earths axis to the plane of the ecliptic that angle which is chiefly re- sponsible for our
geography and therefore for our history had caused the phenomenon known in London as
summer. The whizzing globe happened to have turned its most civilized face away from the sun,
thus producing night in Selwood Terrace, South Kensington. In No. 9 1 Selwood Terrace two lights,
on the ground-floor and on the first-floor, were silently proving that mans ingenuity can outwit
natures. No. 91 was one of about ten thousand similar houses between South Kensington Station
and North End Road. With its grimy stucco front, its cellar kitchen, its hundred stairs and steps, its
perfect inconvenience, and its conscience heavy with the doing to death of sundry general servants,
it uplifted tin chimney-cowls to heaven and gloomily awaited the day of judgment for London
houses, sublimely ignoring the axial and orbital velocities of the earth and even the reckless flight of
the whole solar system through space. You felt that No. 91...
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Reviews
This book will be worth purchasing. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert
when you total looking over this ebook.
-- Aida n Jer de DVM
This ebook is definitely not easy to get going on looking at but quite fun to learn. We have read and so i am sure that i will gonna study once more yet
again later on. I am very happy to inform you that here is the finest publication i actually have read inside my personal daily life and might be he best
publication for possibly.
-- Sister La ng osh
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